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Chapter 1

Introduction

The majority of common terminal diseases are influenced by multiple genetic and envi-
ronmental factors [62, 15, 78]. Cancer, Multiple Sclerosis, Alzheimers disease and Diabetes
are a few examples of such diseases [25, 7, 58, 71, 86]. These diseases are known as poly-
genic due to the additive and interactive contribution of multiple genes in the disease risk
as opposed to monogenic diseases affected by a single gene [15, 99]. Even though uncover-
ing the main causes of disease is deemed difficult due to the complexity of gene-gene and
gene-environment interactions, major research efforts aim at identifying disease risk factors,
especially genetic ones [29, 69, 21, 92].

Over the past decade, disease association studies have been used to uncover the sus-
ceptibility, aetiology and mechanisms of action pertaining to common diseases [42, 57, 56].
In disease association studies, genetic data is analyzed in order to reveal the relationship
between different types of mutations on the DNA strands, known as variants, and a disease
of interest [92, 57]. The ultimate goal of association studies is to facilitate susceptibility
testing for disease prediction, early diagnosis and enhanced prognosis [62, 69]. Susceptibility
testing and disease prediction are particularly important for diseases that can be prevented
by diet, drugs or change in lifestyle [62]. The discovered associations assist in understanding
the molecular mechanisms influenced by the reported variants, and in identifying important
risk factors [56]. Moreover, genetic risk factors are used to reveal the correlations of com-
mon variants with functional genes and their coded proteins. These correlations are in turn
utilized to uncover possible target loci for better therapeutic treatments [69].

Different types of disease association studies analyze different types of data, genetic
and non-genetic. However, the most common form of association studies utilizes genetic
common variant data, specifically single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) data [48]. A SNP
is a mutation in a single nucleotide that appears in at least 1% of the population [25, 9]. The
hypothesis behind using SNP data in association studies is that common variants influence
common disorders [30]. Additionally, common variants are easier to sequence and analyze
due the higher possibility of being encountered in the assayed population. As a consequence,
common variants are involved in the majority of reported disease associations.

Current association studies suffer from several shortcomings. First, the reported asso-
ciations of common variants do not explain all the variability in the genetics of complex
disease. Therefore, common variant’s contribution in the variability of a disease, known as
its effect size on disease risk, is considered to be modest [56, 68]. The unexplained portion
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Category Sub-Category

Modifications to current association
studies techniques

Quality control of the analyzed data
Significance evaluation
Association testing approach

Integrative approaches for association
studies

Integrating several association studies for
meta-analysis
Integrating interaction and functional infor-
mation with genetic data
Integrating gene expression data with genetic
data
Complementing association studies with
pathway information

Table 1.1: Different categories in addressing shortcomings in disease association studies

of the variability in disease genetics, known as the “missing heritability”, is believed to exist
in associations of rare variants that are hard to capture with the current association stud-
ies data [56, 34]. Second, a pressing issue in association studies is the reproducibility and
replication of results in both the studied population (intra-population) and other popula-
tions (inter-population) [57, 56]. Populations of European ancestry have been extensively
analyzed in disease association studies and a significant number of informative associations
was reported [57]. In order to generalize such findings and use them in further analysis,
reproducing and replicating the results on both intra-population and inter-population basis
is needed [57]. Third, statistical hypothesis testing is used to make inferences about the
association of variants with the disease being studied. The statistical significance of these
inferred associations is reported using p-values, which reflect the rate of false positive as-
sociations [56, 48]. Using such methodology of testing and significance evaluation does not
convey the statistical power of the study as well as the false discovery rate (the number of
reported associations that are actually unassociated) [56, 83, 65, 6]. The statistical power of
a study is its ability to detect associations that are actually real and it is affected by several
factors such as the sample size, the sampling distribution mean and standard deviation.

Recently, considerable research efforts have been directed toward providing strategies to
overcome the challenges of association studies mentioned above. Some of these efforts focus
on machine learning techniques to detect disease associations such as using decision trees
and random forests [60]. Others aim to enhance existing testing and evaluation methods
for disease association studies, for instance by substituting the use of p-values by q-values
to account for false discovery rate [83]. Yet other research efforts propose techniques for
post-processing the findings of association studies or complementing these findings with ad-
ditional information [18, 31, 3, 11]. Such techniques suggest the integration of functional
information, gene expression or pathway data with association studies [18, 31, 3, 11]. These
latter techniques attempt to answer questions about disease mechanisms [33]. Finally, re-
search about alternative methods for association studies seeks to find non-genetic factors in
disease susceptibility such as the processes that modify the function of genes without altering
the nucleotide sequence itself [73, 44].
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Chapter 1. Introduction

This report surveys the literature that addresses the shortcomings of current methods
the identify genetic disease associations. In addition, it reviews the suggested solutions that
either enhance some aspect of the methodologies, or complement them. The surveyed topics
cover two categories of techniques, as summarized in table 1.1. The first category, Modifica-
tion to current association studies techniques, comprises techniques that aim to pre-process
association data, and the methods used for testing/evaluation of disease associations. The
second category, integrative approaches for association studies, consists of techniques that
aim to integrate additional sources of information into association studies such as functional
information, gene expression and pathway data.

The rest of this report is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the history of disease
association studies and presents their different types. The standard statistical approaches
used in association studies are also explained in this chapter. Chapter 3 discusses four of
the most prominent challenges faced in identifying genetic disease associations. Chapter
4 describes several techniques that aim to improve different aspects of disease association
methods. Chapter 5 discusses various techniques for integrating additional information into
association studies. Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the survey and provides concluding
remarks about possible research directions.
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Chapter 2

Disease Association Studies

The idea of disease association studies originated from the work of the eugenicist statisti-
cian Ronald Fisher on a mathematical model of genetic contributions to complex phenotypes
[92]. Based on Mendelian rules, Fisher demonstrated that continuous traits (such as weight
and height) and susceptibility to disease stem from the joint contribution of different genes
[24]. This model has led to extensive research in genetic screening in order to identify genetic
risk factors in predisposition to different types of diseases. Complex diseases are known to be
affected by interacting genetic and environmental factors [99, 57]. Therefore, the discovery
of genetic causality and mechanisms of actions through which disease develops requires a
thorough analysis of genetic data and educated interpretation of disease association studies.

The interest in association studies is justified by the importance of their findings. As
mentioned in Chapter 1, the ultimate goals of association studies are prevention of disease,
early diagnosis, improved prognosis and the discovery of new therapeutic targets [38].

2.1 Disease Association Studies Data

Genetic markers data, i.e. specific parts of DNA such as genes with known properties
and locations [44], is the type of data analyzed in genetic association studies. The analysis of
such genetic marker data in disease association studies leads to the detection of associations
between common DNA variants and the disease or trait being studied [56]. Different types
of genetic markers such as Copy Number Variations (CNV) and SNP are used in disease
association studies. As defined in Chapter 1, SNPs are single nucleotide mutations. Single
nucleotides are the building blocks of the DNA sequences, where a nucleotide is represented
as one of four values {A, T, C, G}. CNVs are modifications in the number of nucleotides at
certain loci on the DNA, they can be either duplications or deletions of regions of nucleotides
[23]. Both kinds of mutations (i.e. SNP and CNVs) are caused by several heritable and
environmental factors. In the following sections, the term SNPs is used interchangeably
with “markers” or “variants” since SNPs are the most common type of variants used in
association studies.

The majority of association studies are performed using bi-allelic variants where each
variant has two alleles, major and minor. A major allele appears more frequently in a pop-
ulation whereas a minor allele appears less frequently in the same population. The genetic
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2.2. History of Disease Association Studies Chapter 2. Disease Association Studies

Figure 2.1: An example of a genotype sequence for three SNPs along with their possible
haplotypes.

data can be represented as genotypes or haplotypes. Genotypes are the succession of pairs
of alleles for each location (locus) on the DNA [44]. A genotype is called homozygous when
its pair of alleles has identical values (e.g. AA or TT). However when the pair of alleles
have different values (e.g. AC or GA), the genotype is called heterozygous. Haplotypes
are sequences of statistically related single allele values at successive locations on the DNA
[9, 104]. Figure 2.1 presents an example of a sequence of genotypes and its derived hap-
lotypes. It also highlights the difference between homozygous and heterozygous genotypes
and demonstrates alleles on haplotypes.

2.2 History of Disease Association Studies

Following Fisher’s model of disease susceptibility, genetic screening started to gain pop-
ularity in 1950s where the genetic contribution in predisposition to disease was sought [92].
The tobacco industry funded one of the earliest research projects related to the predispo-
sition to lung cancer in 1954 [92]. Since 1990s, disease susceptibility research evolved into
candidate gene association studies where genetic variants on candidate genes were analyzed
[74]. In candidate gene association studies, researchers identify possible target genes of a
disease using knowledge about disease pathways and sequence these genes for analysis in as-
sociation studies. The cost and scarcity of sequencing resources in the past were the reasons
for bounding the search to candidate genes. Due to the incomplete understanding of disease
mechanisms,the process of acquiring pathway information and then identifying target genes
is difficult. Yet with the advent of recent biotechnologies, sequencing the whole genome
became a reality in 2001 [90] and the first genome-wide association study (GWAS) was per-
formed in 2005 to investigate the genetic risk factors of age-related macular degeneration
[39]. Since then, GWAS is considered the de facto standard in association studies. Searching
for disease associations on a genome-wide scale requires more computational resources than
searching on a candidate gene scale . At the same time, the size and coverage of GWAS data
increase the probability of encountering genetic variants in association with disease. The
evolution of association studies is depicted in Figure 2.2, starting from the Fisher’s model in
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2.3. Categorization of Disease Association Studies Chapter 2. Disease Association Studies

Figure 2.2: Association studies time line. The time line shows the beginning of association
studies with Fisher’s model , which led to genetic screening. Genetic screening then paved
the way for candidate gene association studies and later to GWAS

1918 until the first genome-wide association study in 2005 [24, 39].

2.3 Categorization of Disease Association Studies

Disease association studies can be categorized based on two criteria: risk factor type;
scope of the studies. Risk factors are either genetic or non-genetic. For genetic association
studies, the scope can be either limited to the analysis of variants on candidate genes (can-
didate gene scope) or broadened to cover all variants on the genome (genome-wide scope).
The scope of non-genetic association studies is limited to epigenetic association studies [73].
Epigenetics refers to the processes that modify gene functions without causing a mutation
in the DNA sequence [44]. Review of epigenetics studies is beyond the scope of this report.
Figure 2.3 shows a graphical representation of the categories of disease association stud-
ies. The discussion in the following sections is limited to genetic association studies on a
genome-wide level, known as GWAS.

The data analyzed in association studies vary. Some studies are based on the compari-
son of SNP frequencies between a predefined number of individuals manifesting the disease
(referred to as cases) or the trait being studied and a number of individuals who do not man-
ifest the trait (referred to as controls). This type of studies is known as case/control studies.
When the case/control data is collected from related individuals in a family, the associa-
tion study is referred to as a family-based association study [14]. When case/control data
is collected from unrelated individuals, the association study is known as population-based
association study [14].
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Figure 2.3: The categorization of association studies. Disease association studies comprise
two categories: genetic and non-genetic (such as environmental). Genetic associations can
be performed either on a candidate gene or on a genome-wide scope, whereas non-genetic
association is performed by analyzing epigenetics data.

2.4 Standard Statistical Approaches for Disease Asso-

ciation Identification

Case/control association studies explore the difference in allelic (haplotype data) or geno-
typic (genotype data) frequencies of a SNP between cases and controls. For instance, if a
certain allele has a higher frequency in cases than in controls, the difference in frequency
suggests an association of the disease with this specific allele [48].

The standard approach, known as single-marker-based association testing, consists of
inspecting the association of a certain disease or trait with a single SNP at a time [94].
Another approach, multi-marker-based association testing, is also used to seek patterns in
allelic or genotypic frequencies by analyzing groups of SNPs together. This latter way of
testing increases the ability of association studies to discover disease risk factors due to
Linkage disequilibrium (LD) patterns that provide a mean to find associations with non-
assayed variants [48, 2]

A variety of statistical tests is used to infer association between a disease and a SNP.
The allelic or genotypic frequencies of a SNP are compared in order to reject or accept the
null hypothesis, that is, the absence of association between the studied disease and the SNP
being inspected. The frequencies are summarized in several ways using contingency tables.
For allelic frequency comparison, the contingency table contains the counts of major and
minor alleles in cases and controls [14]. For genotypic frequency comparison, the counts of
major/minor homozygous and heterozygous genotypes of cases and controls are summarized

7
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Genotype counts:
AA + AT TT Total

Cases 190 60 250
Controls 200 25 225
Total 390 85 475

Table 2.1: An example of an genotypic contingency table for a recessive penetrance disease
(e.g. Daltonism) with major allele ‘A’ and minor allele ‘T’ in a dataset of 250 cases and 225
controls. Major homozygous or heterozygous genotypes do not manifest the disease whereas
a minor homozygous genotype manifests it.

in the contingency table [14]. Disease penetrance is the probability of a disease to be mani-
fested in individuals who carry certain alleles [89]. Additive, dominant and recessive models
are examples of disease penetrance models used in association studies [66]. The presentation
of allelic/genotypic information in a contingency table depends on the model of disease pen-
etrance adopted in the study. For example, color blindness or Daltonism is a disease with
a recessive penetrance model, which means that a person has to carry two minor alleles in
order to manifest the disease. An example of a genotypic contingency table for Daltonism is
presented in Table 2.1 where ‘A’ is the major allele and ‘T’ is the minor allele. Due to the
recessive penetrance model of Daltonism, major homozygous and heterozygous genotypes do
not manifest the disease unlike minor homozygous genotypes.

Using contingency tables, the independence of alleles/genotypes or their trend is tested
using one of several statistical tests. If as a result of statistical test an allele or genotype is
associated with cases or controls, the null hypothesis is rejected and an association between
this allele and the disease being studied is inferred. Consequently, an individual is believed
to have a risk factor for a disease if this individual carries the identified allele associated with
disease manifestation.

Several statistical tests are used to infer disease risk factors. These tests are categorized
into three main classes: goodness-of-fit, likelihood-based and regression-based. One of the
most frequently used tests is the Chi-squared (χ2), a goodness-of-fit test; it infers the presence
of an association or its absence by assessing the dependence or independence of rows and
columns in a contingency table [14, 88]. In order to use the χ2 test, cases and controls
are presented as categorical data but do not need to be ordered according to major/minor
homozygous or heterozygous. This test cannot be used when the disease penetrance model
follows a trend in the variations of allele/genotype frequencies (i.e. when the disease risk
increases with the number of a certain allele in a given genotype such as ‘T’). For example,
in a certain genotype (GG or GT or TT), if the disease risk increases from none in the ‘GG’
genotype, since there is no ‘T’ allele, to high risk in the ‘TT’ since there is two ‘T’ alleles.
Thus, the variation of allele frequencies is believed to have a certain trend that is associated
with the disease. Hence, the disease penetrance model has an impact on the results of the
χ2 test [14].

Another commonly used test is the Cochran-Armitage (CA) trend test. It tests whether
the variation in the number of a certain allele, between different ordered categories in the
contingency table, follows an upward or downward trend in cases versus controls [1, 14].
Unlike the χ2 test, the CA is applied to genotype data that is ordered according to one
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2.4. Standard Statistical Approaches for Disease Association Identification Chapter 2. Disease Association Studies

of the disease penetrance models [14]. For instance, the above example of Daltonism has
a recessive penetrance model, therefore the order of genotypes in a CA contingency table
should reflect the number of recessive alleles in each genotype (i.e. the order of genotypes
should be GG→ GT → TT ). CA is more robust than χ2 when the dependencies between the
analyzed genotypes is due to the characteristics of the sampling population [48]. In general,
the χ2 and the CA tests are used to test for associations when adopting a single-marker-based
testing.

Associations can also be inferred using likelihood ratio tests. This type of testing was
initially designed for association testing in family-based data [48], but it was extended to
support case/control data [22]. The advantage of likelihood ratio tests is their applicability in
multi-marker-based testing. In these tests, an association is based on the likelihood of having
specific haplotypes (i.e. a group of SNPs with specific allele values) in cases versus controls
[14, 61]. The likelihood of different haplotypes in cases and controls is usually estimated
using maximum likelihood estimation.

Logistic regression, a regression-based method, is another approach for association testing
yet a more computationally expensive one [102, 32, 98]. In this approach, SNPs (predictors)
are used to predict the disease status (case or control) using several disease penetrance
models [32]. Due to its complexity, this method is predominantly used with single-marker-
based testing. Applying logistic regression as a multi-marker-based testing is made more
feasible when the relationship between SNPs and the disease is summarized in a model and
used in the application of the regression [102].

All the above mentioned statistical methods for association studies are summarized and
compared in table 2.2. The comparison is based on the type of the statistical test used, the
applicability of a method to single or to multiple markers, the type of data needed for the
method and other special characteristics of each method.
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Method Statistical
Base

Marker
Base

Data type Characteristics

χ2 Goodness-
of-fit

Single-marker
Allellic/
Genotypic

Widely used
method

Unordered/
Categorical

Not applicable
if penetrance
model has a
trend

CA
Linear
Regression

Single-marker
Allellic/
Genotypic

find trend in
penetrance
model

Ordered/
Categorical

robust when
allelic/genotypic
frequencies
changes over
generations

Likelihood
Ratio Test

Likelihood Single/multi-
marker

Allellic
/Genotypic

uses maxi-
mum likelihood
estimation

Logistic
Regression
Test

Logistic
Regression

Single/multi-
marker

Allellic
/Genotypic

high complexity
explores differ-
ent penetrance
models

Table 2.2: Comparison of common statistical tests for association studies
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Chapter 3

Challenges in Disease Association
Studies

Despite the success in discovering numerous markers associated with a wide range of dis-
eases, associations studies face several challenges. Knowing and addressing these challenges
pave the way for more accurate and novel discoveries of disease risk factors in the future.
The challenges reviewed in this report are problems in current methods of discovering disease
associations that are frequently discussed in the literature. They span a variety of topics,
from the quality of the data to the details of obtaining and replicating the results.

3.1 Missing Heritability

The genetic variants identified by analyzing GWAS data can not currently explain a sig-
nificant amount of the genetic variance present in complex diseases [80]. The total portion of
disease phenotypic variations attributed to additive genetic factors is known as the heritabil-
ity of this disease [47]. The “missing heritability”is the term used to refer to the unexplained
portion of the genetic variance in diseases [57, 54]. In literature this is attributed to:

i- the lack of statistical power to detect associations of genetic markers explaining a
smaller portion of disease risk than the currently reported ones [18].

ii- rare variants that are not being captured by sequencing technologies. Current bio-
technologies enable the sequencing of millions of common variants on the DNA.

iii- the influence of gene-environment interactions, epistasis (i.e. the effect of several genes
on another single gene) and epigenitcs [18, 54].

iv- other forms of genetic variants, such as copy number variations, and the lack of their
analysis [54].

In general, there is no consensus on the reasons for the failure to capture a significant portion
of the genetic variation responsible for individual differences in complex disease susceptibility
[54].

11
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3.2 Shortcomings of Traditional Statistical Testing

The use of some traditional parametric statistical approaches hinders the process of
modeling the complexity of genetic architecture of diseases [60]. Such methods overlook
the effect of different types of interactions such as gene-gene interactions on disease, due to
their limited ability to uncover high-order non-linear interactions [60, 12]. The traditional
approach of comparing the distributions of genetic markers in case/control studies uses
hypothesis testing and p-values to make statistical inferences [56]. However, this approach
does not express the statistical power of the study, the false discovery rate (the percentage of
reported significant associations that are truly unassociated with the disease), or the number
of likely true positives [56, 83, 5]. This inference method sets a single threshold on p-values
in order to report an association as significant. The more stringent the threshold the more
significant is the association. Given the large number of assayed variants, multiple use of
statistical testing, that is, multiple comparisons in association studies leads to a large number
of false positives in the reported results [5]. In addition, stringent p-value thresholds prevent
discovering many causal variants with modest effect sizes [26]. Hence, translating current
discoveries in association studies to clinical knowledge is considered a problematic task due
to the number of false positives.

3.3 Inter-Population Applicability

In the past decade, the majority of association studies were performed on populations
of European ancestry [57, 76]. The ubiquity of technological resources and research insti-
tutions and their concentration in some parts of the world as compared to others is one of
the reasons for the focus on European population. Additionally, some population specific
characteristic such as allele-frequency variations has also favored the focus on association
studies in European populations [76]. The findings of studies in one population may not be
applicable to other populations [57]. Thus, an association found in one population with a
specific effect size does not necessarily translate into the same association in another pop-
ulation. The absence of association across populations can be attributed to environmental
and epigentic factors. It can also be due to the difference in effect sizes and external influ-
ences effecting different populations. The lack of applicability across populations is yet to
be explored and investigated. The importance of tackling this problem stems from the need
to understand the effect of reported associations on diverse populations in order to provide
improved universal health care [76].

3.4 Replication Issues

An essential step after performing an association study is the replication of results in
order to avoid spurious associations [56, 38, 60]. Replication is considered a validation of
the discovered associations and an evaluation in additional independent groups of cases and
controls [56]. As mentioned in Section 3.2, multiple statistical tests performed in association
studies lead to a significant number of false-positives, which are highly manifested with the
massive amount of data in GWAS [69]. The importance of replication arises from the need

12
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Figure 3.1: Summary of challenges in association studies (precisely GWAS). Missing heri-
tability, statistical testing problems, inter-population applicability and failure of replication
are the challenges discussed in this report.

to have reproducible associations [56]. However, replication efforts face some difficulties in
reaching the desired outcome. Failure to replicate association results can be attributed to
several factors. Poor design of an association study, such as the selection of non-population-
based controls or errors in genotyping, may lead to the discovery of spurious associations.
Heterogeneity of the studied population, i.e. difference, between the original and replication
studies is another cause of replication failure [56, 38]. Heterogeneity in the studied pop-
ulations can be caused by sampling biases or difference in allelic frequency within/among
populations [38]. Heterogeneity may also stem from epidemiological reasons, where some
genetic variations are affected by environmental factors [38]. Heterogeneity may affect the
results of replication in two different ways. First, it may lead to spurious associations, which
are reported associations but are not truly associated. Second, it may affect the estimated
magnitude or extent of association as reported in the discovery and replication studies [38].

The aforementioned challenges are summarized in Figure 3.1. The following chapters
lists emerging techniques that aim to overcome several aspects of the discussed shortcomings,
in particular those of the analysis of GWAS, and to explain additional factors involved in
disease. The discussion in the rest of the report focuses on GWA studies rather than on the
general concept of association studies.
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Chapter 4

Modifications to Current techniques
in Disease Association Studies

In this chapter, we survey the literature pertaining to modifications to the techniques
currently used in GWAS. Such modifications include either modifying some steps in the
process of association discovery or increasing the genetic coverage and discarding of unwanted
structure/ relatedness in the GWAS data.

The discussed techniques change the standard way of performing GWAS and are catego-
rized into three groups:

• Methods increasing the coverage of GWAS data by either using imputation techniques
(which will defined later in Section 4.1) or aggregating several datasets. In addition,
this category includes guidelines and recommendations about the GWA study design
that aim to minimize the bias that usually arise in GWA studies.

• Preprocessing methods for SNP selection designed to assist with choosing the most
informative group of SNPs to be included in the GWAS.

• Methods that focus on significance evaluation of statistical testing for associations. In
this category, we summarize the modifications to the standard parametric statistical
approaches.

• Statistical and computational methods that aim to improve the association discovery
technique itself.

4.1 GWAS Data

Due to the advancements in sequencing technologies and imputation techniques, massive
amount of data are available for GWA studies [92, 50]. Imputation techniques are statistical
or computational methods used to predict the values of non-assayed variants depending on
the phenomenon of LD, which is the existence of dependencies between SNPs residing in close
proximity. Consequently imputation techniques increase the genetic coverage by increasing
the number of SNPs included in the association study [56]. At the same time, increasing
the amount of available data results in higher statistical power of GWA studies. Selecting
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the group of cases and controls to be included in a study is a critical process. This selection
is influenced by many factors such as the population used and the way of ascertaining that
a case really manifests the disease or that a control is really free of the disease. In some
circumstances when the case/control selection introduces a bias towards cases or controls,
increasing the amount of data provides a way to improve the accuracy of an association
study [56]. Increasing both the number of individuals involved in the GWA study and the
genetic coverage (number of assayed SNPs) are two important factors that increase the power
of an association study [53]. By ensuring a wider genetic coverage, GWA studies are more
likely to discover various causal variants with different effect sizes. However, an increased
genetic coverage does not lead to the discovery of variants with smaller effects sizes since
their discovery depends on the method used to find the disease associations.

Even though in GWA studies, the number of assayed SNPs may reach 100,000 to 1,000,000,
this coverage is still incomplete since the number of genetic variants exceeds 10 million [50].
Marchini et al. [55] proposed to impute non-assayed data using a population genetic model
and tested the influence of imputed data on the power of the association study. Li et al. [50]
emphasized the importance of such imputation techniques since they enable the investiga-
tion of diseases associations with non-assayed genetic variants. Yet, the authors commented
about imputation techniques by anticipating that in the era of genome-wide sequencing, im-
putation techniques will be mainly used for combining genetic data from different resources
for analysis in the framework of meta-analysis of GWA studies [50].

In the following subsections, we discuss different GWA data related topics: quality control
for GWAS Data, design recommendations and aggregation of GWA data from multiple
sources.

4.1.1 Quality Control and Design Recommendations for GWAS

The design of a GWA study is a critical step in the process of discovering disease risk
factors and avoiding spurious disease associations. It mainly affects the quality of the data
in terms of robustness in the face of different sources of bias, for example population strati-
fication or cases misclassification [69, 56]. Population stratification is the difference in allele
frequencies between cases and controls caused by systematic ancestry differences and not
as a result of a disease [72]. The discovery of spurious associations may be the result of
population stratification. Therefore, special attention must be paid to the selection and
classification of participants in a study (i.e. cases vs. controls). Controls should be drawn
from the same population as the cases and the classification of the population into cases vs.
controls should avoid selecting individuals whose disease status is not clearly defined in order
to avoid spurious associations [69]. Moreover, choosing to sequence variants that belong to
genomic areas with lower information redundancy leads to a larger genetic coverage, which
in turn increases the power of the study [56].

Price et al. [72] proposed the use of principal component analysis (PCA) to correct for
population stratification [72]. Adjusting the genotype data by removing possible ancestry
correlation is required to avoid spurious associations caused by population stratification.
The authors extracted the principal components of a matrix representation of genotype data
in order to reveal the directions of variation in the genetic data, which are ancestry-based
variations [72]. Then, all genotype data are adjusted by using the Eigen values of the
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principal components, which represent the directions of variation in the data [72].
The quality of the assayed genetic variants used in GWAS also influences the power of

the study [56, 50]. Sequencing and genotype calling techniques differ in the quality of their
resulting sequences. The assayed genetic variants with poor quality genotypes (reflected by
the genotype calling rates) should be filtered out of GWA data [8]. Additionally, variants
demonstrating a significant deviation from the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, a property of
variants that reflects how genotype frequencies defer from generation to another in a popu-
lation, should also be excluded from the GWA data [56, 50]. The above procedures ensure
a better quality of the assayed variants, which helps avoid spurious associations [56, 50].

4.1.2 Consolidation of GWAS Data

With the purpose of increasing the amount of genetic data available for GWA studies,
a consortium of several institutions and foundations such as the National Human Genome
Research Institute (NHGRI) called for consolidating the research efforts in GWA studies [53].
They provide the means to combine data from multiple resources and make the integrated
dataset available, thus supporting more accurate analysis and more powerful GWAS [53].
The consortium also introduces some improvement to the ascertainment of cases/controls
by adopting strict ascertainment schemes for each disease being studied [10]. In addition, it
emphasizes the importance of using a single control group for the analysis of different diseases
as shown in the GWAS of seven common diseases [10], unlike previous GWAS where different
control groups were used for each disease [69, 53]. Another project, 1000 Genomes project,
aims to sequence the whole genome of thousands of individuals and make this data available
for researchers [91]. This project also facilitates the identification of rare genetic variants
using improved imputation techniques to estimate the values of missing variants. Thus,
the power of association studies is expected to increase with the availability of such high
resolution genetic data [91].

4.2 Preprocessing of GWAS Data for Dimension Re-

duction

SNP selection is the process of choosing the most informative variants to be included
in a GWA study. The informative variants, known as tag SNPs, are a group of variants
that summarize the information conveyed by the whole set of SNPs. The selection process
is performed by informatively decreasing the dimension of the SNP dataset to facilitate
association testing. This selection does not defeat the purpose of increasing the coverage
of the GWAS dataset since the group of selected SNPs convey the information hidden in
the original set of SNPs but without redundancy. Selecting a subset of SNPs to be assayed
and analyzed is considered a way of saving sequencing resources and sometimes providing a
higher quality data [50, 19].

In the literature, different categories of approaches are proposed for SNP selection. Di-
mension reduction methods borrowed from the data mining literature as well as machine
learning techniques are used for SNP selection [60]. SNP selection can be performed de-
pending on the intrinsic properties of the variants or their prediction accuracy. Keating et
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al. used the correlations among different groups of SNPs due to LD, an example of SNP
properties, as a criteria to select a representative variant for each group of correlated SNPs
[37]. Miclaus et al. used the deviation from the Hardy-Weinberg disequilibrium, another
example of SNP properties, for the selection of the most infromative set of variants [59]. As
for prediction accuracy, it can be used for SNP selection in two ways:

• Select the set of variants that can accurately predict the value of other SNPs in the
data. The discussion in this section is limited to this type of SNP selection techniques.

• Select the set of variants that can best classify the data in the desired disease outcome.

SNP selection techniques that optimize prediction accuracy are used to decrease the
number of variants to smaller subset with minimal redundancy in the information. Prediction
techniques provide a mean for selecting the most informative SNPs according to how accurate
a select group of SNPs can predict the values of non-selected group [19]. Chuang et al. [13]
adopted a Genetic Algorithm (GA) with the predication accuracy of k-nearest neighbor
(KNN) as a fitness function in order to select the most informative SNPs. Davidovich et al.
[19] demonstrated that selecting SNPs for an association study using the prediction accuracy
also increases the accuracy of the study. The main idea behind Davidovich et al.’s work is to
compare two methods of SNP selection: the first uses SNP correlation as a selection criteria
and the second uses prediction accuracy, in order to evaluate how the power of association
is affected by either selection criteria [19].

4.3 Significance Evaluation

Reaching an accepted significance level in a genome-wide context is at the core of GWA
studies [33]. The standard approach to ensure genome-wide significance is setting a p-value
threshold of less than or equal to 10−7 [33]. Lower p-value threshold such as the stricter 10−10

[33] may result in more significant associations, yet it introduces a lot of stringency and may
lead to missing associations with smaller effect sizes and contribute to the missing heritability
[56]. Genome wide association studies require a large number of statistical testing, thus a
correction of p-value thresholds is needed to avoid an increased number of false positives.
The most widely used correction is the Bonferroni correction where the p-value threshold is
divided by the number of performed tests [69, 5]. However, Pe’er et al. [70] raised the point
that the use of the simple Bonferroni correction overlooks the fact that variants associated
with the disease being studied are not all independent.

In addition to the fact that many reported associations do not meet strict p-value thresh-
olds, using only p-values to report association significance does not provide all the informa-
tion needed about a study [65, 6]. The statistical power of the association study as well as
the confidence in the reported associations greatly depend on the amount of the data, which
is not conveyed in the p-value. For instance, a p-value of an association between a disease
and a certain variant may have the same value in two different studies where the sample
sizes, the effect sizes, and the segregation into cases and controls are greatly different [65].
However, the evidence of association in both of these studies may not be equal [65]. Hence,
when using p-values alone, the quantification of confidence in the reported associations be-
comes difficult [82]. The number of true positives and the false discovery rate both reflect
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the significance of reported associations and are also not accounted for by the use of p-values
[56, 83].

Evaluating the significance of disease associations using other measures than p-values is
the basis for several studies [83, 82]. The following subsections explains the use of the false
discovery rate and a bayesian approach as an alternative to the use of p-values.

False Discovery Rate and q-Values

In the context of GWAS, False Discovery Rate (FDR) is the proportion of statistically
significant discovered associations that are not truly associated with the studied trait [83, 69].
Reaching the smallest number of false positives (F ) and the largest number of true positives
(T ) is important; FDR is calculated as the ratio of F to the total number of statistically
significant variants (F + T ) as in Equation 4.1 [83].

FDR =
# of False Positive V ariants

# of Statistically Significant V ariants
=

F

F + T
(4.1)

The false positive rate is the probability of reporting the variants that are not associated
with the trait being studied, as significantly associated with these traits [69]. As mentioned
above, the use of false positives rate as the only significance measure overlooks several aspects
of the assessment of significant associations. Tenesa et al. [85] used the false discovery rate
as an assessment of their reported risk loci in association with colorectal cancer. Storey
et al. [83] proposed the use of q-values instead of p-values as a measure of significance.
The q-value is an FDR-based measure that provides more information than a p-value about
significant associations and facilitates further analysis [83]. The q-value of a certain variant
is defined as the proportion of false positives one gets when calling this variant statistically
significant[83]. Whereas the p-value is the probability of a non-associated variant to be as or
more extreme than the observed probability, the q-value is the expected proportion of false
positives among all variants to be as or more extreme than the observed proportion [83].

Bayesian Approach

Bayesian approaches were developed for association studies in order to alleviate the prob-
lems of p-values using Bayes’ rule[82]. In Bayesian approaches, the ratio between prior and
posterior information about two compared data models is used to measure the strength of
evidence favoring one of these models [56]. Bayesian measure of evidence can be directly
compare associations within or across studies [82]. Such approaches allow and justify the
incorporation biological information in the GWAS analysis using a quantitative way [82].
While using the Bayesian approach in GWAS, the evidence of association and its signifi-
cance is measured using a quotient known as Bayes Factor (BF), as shown in Equation 4.2
[56, 82]. The larger the BF the greater the evidence of association. The BF is the ratio
between the probability of the variants to be associated with the disease and the probability
of the variants to be observed without the presence of the disease being studied [82]. The
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BF is calculated according to the following equation:

BF =
P (data |H1)

P (data |H0)
. (4.2)

The distribution of data under H0 and H1, in Equation 4.2, strongly depends on the
selected genetic model (additive, dominant, recessive, etc ... ). The use of the BF avoids the
stringency of a single p-value threshold by assigning probabilities to each of the alternate
hypotheses and provides a simpler way of comparing evidence of association across studies
[56]. Craddock et al. [17] used the BF to assess the evidence of association of copy-number
variations with eight different diseases. Additionally, Yasuno et al. [103] also used BF to
evaluate the significance of the loci they reported to be associated with intracranial aneurysm.

Despite advantages of BF, a common and valid concern arises when deciding to use it
as the significance measure. In order to be able to calculate the BF, the parameters of the
prior-distribution, the plausible values of our belief about the possibility of a SNP to be
associated with a disease, and the disease genetic models are required to be pre-defined.
One way of determining these parameters and values is to use previous GWAS results, if
there exist such studies [82].

4.4 Association Discovery Techniques

Single-marker-base association testing is the traditional statistical approach in GWA
studies. The data is tested, one SNP at a time, and a p-value is calculated to decide between
accepting the null hypothesis (absence of association) or the alternative hypothesis (presence
of association). Despite the success in discovering thousands of disease-associated SNPs
using the traditional approach, improved association approaches are required to overcome
the challenges faced in GWAS such as the missing heritability. The majority of association
testing approaches in the literature are designed to increase the confidence in the reported
associations. Additionally, they aim to eliminate the effect of possible structures (such
as individual relatedness) in the data causing inflation in association results or leading to
spurious associations. Some of the approaches are based on single-marker methods and
provide a way to increase the power of discovery of associations studies, for example, by
decreasing the complexity and speeding up the testing process. Others are multi-marker
based, where data from a group of SNPs is tested for association discovery. We categorize
the different approaches into two main types: statistical and computational.

4.4.1 Statistical Modeling

The statistical approaches surveyed here use linear modeling and its variations such as
the mixed linear model and generalized linear model to model the various factors affecting
the disease status (also known as the disease outcome). Le et al. [45] use a generalized linear
model to represent the relationship between the disease status of individuals (represented
as a vector Y ) and the genetic data (reperesented as a matrix X). The model assigns a
coefficient for each SNP represented as column in X to designate its contribution in the
disease status. To test the null hypothesis of no association, the authors use the a statistic
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test, which tests the influence of two or more samples, here SNPs, on a certain outcome. A
separate statistic is calculated for each SNP in the data and the overall statistic is the average
of all SNP statistic values. The authors propose a multi-marker method where the effect of
groups of SNPs is tested as opposed to testing the effect of single SNPs only. Accordingly,
a p-value is calculated for each SNP and an overall p-value for each group of SNPs is then
computed. A Bonferroni correction was applied to correct for multiple testing.

In order to account for different factors in disease risk, Kang et al. [35] proposed modeling
the variance of the disease status as a linear mixed model (LMM). The contribution of risk
factors such as the environment and epistasis are included in the variance model. In addition,
they justified their proposal by emphasizing the importance of such models in estimating the
unwanted relatedness between individuals. The variance of the disease phenotype V ar(Y )
is modeled as a linear combination of the variance of the additive genetic effect and the
environmental variance weighted by the probability of two variants at certain locus to be
identical by decent. The implementation of such model is computationally expensive due
to the multiple calculation of variances. Yet, the authors made some assumptions to speed-
up the computation of variances in order to facilitate its use with very large genetic data
and called their method Efficient Mixed Model Association Expedited (EMMAX) [35]. With
these assumptions come approximations, which may cause a decrease in the statistical power
when compared to exact calculations.

Zhou et al. [108] proposed a new efficient implementation of linear mixed models as
a single-marker-based approach. Their implementation is faster than previous ones and
performs exact calculations instead of approximations. In the literature, several approxima-
tion methods were adopted to make LMM applicable on a genome-wide scale. The method
proposed by Zhou et al. [108] is called Genome-wide Efficient Mixed Model Association
(GEMMA). Their method modifies an existing method known as Efficient Mixed Model as-
sociation (EMMA) proposed by Kang et al. [36]. To speed up the testing process, GEMMA
avoids the iterative eigen decomposition used in EMMA by substituting it by one eigen de-
composition and simple vector-matrix multiplication. The vector of disease status is modeled
as a linear combination of covariates, the marker genotypes weighted by their effect size and
the relatedness information in the data. The association testing method requires the calcu-
lation of the maximum-likelihood estimates of the model parameters. Since calculating the
exact estimates is computationally expensive, especially because of the size of the data, the
method instead proceeds by optimizing the log-likelihood functions for each of the analyzed
SNPs [108].

A multi-marker association test was proposed by Kwee et al. [43]. Despite the multivari-
ate aspect of their proposed statistical test, its advantage relies in its abilities to produce test
statistics with a lower amount of calculation than traditional multivariate approaches with-
out sacrificing the power of the study. The genotype data is modelled using a non-parametric
function known as a kernel and its relationship with the disease outcome is represented as a
combination of the modelled genotype data and their estimated covariates. The parameters
in the proposed semi-parametric model are estimated using a maximum-likelihood approach.

The above surveyed literature lacks a discussion about the scalability and the required
computational time of the used methods. Although in some of the papers, the authors
mention the applicability of their method on a genome-wide scale, the information about
exact amount of data that the method can analyze and a complexity analysis is missing.
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With the advancement in biotechnology and the increasing amount of available data, even
the term genome-wide scale is supposed to be clearly defined in order to be able to assess
the scalability and applicability of the proposed method. For instance, it is required to know
how a proposed testing approach will perform with an increase in the amount of SNPs from
500k to 3 million (where both number are usually claimed to have a genome-wide coverage).
Moreover, in some of the surveyed papers, the authors claim that their proposed method
is faster/more efficient than a previously devised method. Yet, they overlook the need to
clearly describe the extent of improvement their method provides in terms of computational
resources (time and space). For instance, GEMMA [108] is claimed to be faster than EMMA
[36] but the discussion is missing the information about how much faster it is.

4.4.2 Computational Approaches

Using parametric statistical approaches for association testing entails modeling the rela-
tionship between a phenotype and genetic markers under assumptions that are unrealistic
most of the time such as assuming independence between the effects of genetic markers de-
spite the important role of epistasis. In addition, parametric statistical approaches do not
model high-order non-linear interactions that play an important role in disease risk factors
[60]. Thus, computational approaches such as machine learning and data mining methods
are proposed instead [60].

Moore et al. [60] discussed the use of decision trees and random forests for testing asso-
ciations between a number of SNPs and a disease phenotype. In the data mining literature,
these two classifiers are used for distinguishing between classes based on information carried
by the attributes (i.e. features and characteristics; here SNPs). A decision tree is a pre-
dictive model used to classify an object (here an individual) into a predefined set of classes
depending on the values of the object’s attributes (SNPs) [75]. The genetic model under-
lying the disease risk is represented as a decision tree or a random forest where the values
of associated SNPs are used to predict the disease phenotype. An example decision tree
is shown in Figure 4.1. Each node in the tree, known as a predictor, represents a SNP
for example SNP5 in Figure 4.1. The nodes at the very last level of the tree, known as
leaves, represent the classification outcome, for example in Figure 4.1 the leaves are either
case or control. While building the tree, going from one level to another, a process known
as branching, is performed based on the possible values the node in the previous level can
have. For example to go from level 1 to level 2 in Figure 4.1, the value of SNP1 can be
either “a” or “b” and these values lead to node SNP10 or SNP5 respectively in the next level
. The proposed method is a multi-marker-based association testing as the decision tree’s
classification outcome depends on a set of SNPs rather than on a single one.

The trees are built using the following steps:

• Select a portion of the data to be used as a training set for building the tree classifier;

• Randomly choose a subset of SNPs from the training set to be used as predictor of the
disease class at each node of the tree;

• Decide on selecting the nodes to be added at a certain level of the tree and their
branching out by choosing the highest information gain caused by each of the selected
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Figure 4.1: An example of a decision tree where each node represents a SNP and branching
is based on the allele value at each node.The leaves denote the classes: Either case or control.

SNPs [41];

• Recursively repeat the process of SNP subset and best branching selection until the
stopping criteria is satisfied then branch out the nodes in the previous level into leaf
nodes that represent the disease phenotype (classification outcome).

One of the main advantages of decision trees is the fact that they are self-explanatory [75].
However decision tree classification strongly depends on the existence of features with high
effect on the classification outcome. When the classification outcome is affected by many
complex interactions, decision trees classification tends to get less accurate [75].

Random Forests are an ensemble of decision trees constructed by randomizing the branch-
ing at each node [75]. The generation of such an ensemble aims to increase the accuracy of
classification by providing a voting scheme where the best classification accuracy is reported
as the random forest accuracy [75]. Moore et al. generated the random forest after perform-
ing a bootstrap sampling of the SNP data [60]. This method has been applied to genetic
data taken from patients suffering from asthma, rheumatoid arthritis, glioblastoma and age-
related macular degeneration [60]. Yet, the authors of this paper overlooked discussing the
complexity of the proposed methods and did not mention the amount of data used in the
application of the methods.

Li et al. [49] proposed a framework for multi-marker-based association testing using
Principal component Analysis (PCA). They modeled the effect of each SNP on the phenotype
of interest using a linear combination of allele frequencies. The effects of a predefined number
of SNPs are aggregated as a score for the gene containing the SNPs. Genotype scores are
assigned weights proportional to the linkage disequilibrium (LD) between the corresponding
pairs of SNPs. The information about LD is collected from the International HapMap project
[49]. In order to further decrease the redundancy in the information, carried by the genotype
scores and caused by LD, PCA is applied to the matrix representation of genotype scores
with dimensions n×M where n is the number of individuals in data and M is the number of
SNPs in the reference dataset. Principal components are independent linear combinations of
the gene scores. Each principal component (PC) demonstrates a direction of high variation
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in gene scores and is calculated according to Equation 4.3:

PCl =
M∑
k=1

el,kSk, (4.3)

where el is the Eigen vector, l = 1, ...,m, m is the number of PCs and k is the index of
the group of SNPs such that 1 ≤ k ≤ M . Finally using a linear regression analysis the
principal components are tested for association with the phenotype of interest (disease) [49].
The authors applied their proposed approach on a data of 550K SNPs and 2527 individuals,
however, they did not discuss the scalability of their proposed approach.

Wang and Elston [97] also proposed a multilocus association test but instead of PCA
it is based on weighted Fourrier transformation coefficients. They transform the numerical
representation of sequence X of m SNPs for individual i by means of a discrete Fourier
transformation (FT) , which maps the data into its frequency components [97]. The authors
claim that the lowest-frequency FT component compresses the information and variation
relayed by the whole SNP data, thus this FT component can be used to test for associations.
To emphasize the importance of the lower frequency FT components, FT components are
assigned weights inversely proportional to the order of the component in the FT decom-
position. Consequently, the weight scores are used to test the association of the group of
SNPs with the disease of interest. In comparison with standard testing methods, the FT
based test shows an increased power when associations exist between the disease and the
low-frequency components. The proposed method has been applied to simulated datasets
that contain small amounts of SNPs (4, 10 and 22 SNPs), the fact that casts doubts on the
scalability of the method on a genome-wide scale knowing the computational demands of
FT.

The matrix decompositions needed for PCA and FT are computationally expensive and
require a significant amount of time to be performed, especially when the dimension of the
data is very large. The reviewed literature for computational methods does not discuss the
scalability of the proposed approaches. The increasing amount of available data and the need
to increase the coverage of the genetic information make scalability a pressing requirement.
Hence, the category of computational association testing approaches is a potent resource of
improvement for GWAS where the applicability of algorithms capable of analyzing ultra-large
scale data in GWAS is yet to researched.
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Chapter 5

Integrative Approaches for Disease
Association Studies

Researchers commonly adopt GWAS as the first step in identifying culprit genes and
revealing disease risk factors. As discussed so far in this report, current GWAS results are
often not sufficient to identify the details of genetic and molecular mechanisms pertaining
to disease due to the missing heritability. Therefore, several approaches were developed
to provide further analysis of the reported results. Some approaches aim to combine the
evidence of association with genetic functional and pathway data. Other approaches are
designed to uncover hidden low-effect associations caused by epistasis [12], whereas another
group of approaches tackle the discovery of disease risk factors by analyzing non-genetic
factors at the molecular level [73]. All these approaches have the potential to increase
confidence in reported disease associations and to provide additional information to support
the discovery process.

The approaches discussed in this chapter do not change association testing methodolo-
gies. Instead, they take advantage of available biological and medical knowledge to provide
additional sources of information for GWAS in order to assist in identifying disease risk
factors. Some of these approaches are post-processing of GWAS results used to explain
how the reported associations influence the disease and its symptoms and help the clinical
interpretation of GWAS [12].

In this chapter, we classify the aforementioned approaches into four categories. The first
aggregates GWAS results in form of meta-analysis. The second encompasses the approaches
that couple GWAS with pathway analysis. The third is the integration of functional infor-
mation about genes with GWAS. The last category comprises methods that combine gene
expression data with GWAS. It is worth mentioning that some recent research efforts are
directed toward integrating more than one source of information with GWAS in a single
framework [96, 28, 79, 77]. For instance, Schadt discussed the use of molecular networks to
bridge the gap between GWAS findings and clinical medicine [77]. These networks are build
by integrating different types of data: DNA-variation, gene expression, protein interaction
proteomic and metabolic data [77]. He described the importance of molecular networks in
elucidating complex interactions between genes that affect disease etiology and susceptibility.
Schadt presented a probabilistic causal networks as an alternative to interaction networks
that are built using only gene expression [77]. The former type of networks is capable of
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integrating different sources of data and providing means to infer the effect of one gene on
another and its effect on diseases. Bayesian network construction approaches are used to
build probabilistic causal networks. The advantage of the Bayesian approach is the ability
to incorporate causal relationships using Bayes rule [77]. Following a similar integrative
approach of multiple types of data, a framework, called Integrated Complex Traits Net-
works (iCTNet), was recently proposed by Wang et al. [96]. iCNet integrates information
from different sources of data about: disease-associations, protein-protein interactions , and
relationships between disease-tissue, tissue-gene and drug-gene [96].

5.1 Meta-Analyses

Meta-analysis of GWAS aims to aggregate the results of different GWAS, examining the
same research hypothesis for a common disease while varying either the number of assayed
genetic markers/individuals or the study designs. This type of analysis is designed to boost
the accuracy of GWAS and to explore the variability in effect sizes and genetic models
across studies [7, 42, 82, 100]. In other words, meta-analysis studies serve to pool evidence
in order to increase the chance of finding more disease associations and to decrease the
number of false positives [12]. The purpose of performing meta-analysis differs from one
study to another. Some studies assess previously reported associations and investigate the
reasons of failure to replicate results [52]. Others provide a way to increase the number of
discovered causal genetic markers with a moderate to small effect on the disease of interest
by combining different sources of genetic data previously analyzed in GWAS [42]. The
combination of genetic data assists in discovering rare variants with large effect on the
disease being studied and helps in finding the missing heritability [47]. To perform a GWAS
meta-analysis, the information obtained from the different studies included in the analysis
is summary association statistics about variants in each of the GWAS such as odds ratios or
effect sizes [105]. Hence, in the rest of this section, the term studies is used to refer to the
information obtained from the studies and included in the meta-analysis.

Cantor et al. [12] discussed meta-analysis studies as an approach to asses associations
across GWAS without the need to re-analyze the original data. Their meta-analysis was
designed to prioritize previously reported associations. They differentiated between different
types of meta-analysis (as summarized in Fig 5.1):

i) Cumulative meta-analysis where previous GWAS are used as priors for a new GWAS.

ii) Combinatorial meta-analysis where previous GWAS are combined together to discover
novel associations.

iii) Replicative meta-analyis where previous GWAS results are replicated using another
data sample.

Combinatorial Meta-Analyses

Combinatorial meta-analysis of GWAS can be performed using different methods. The
traditional approach is combining p-values, however this approach has several limitations
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Figure 5.1: Meta-analysis of GWAS can be performed in different ways. The first consists of
combining previous GWAS and using them to discover novel association. The second is the
cumulative analysis where the results of previous GWAS are used as prior for another GWAS.
The third is the replicative meta-analysis where results from one GWAS are replicated in
another data sample.

including the inability to provide effect sizes, as discussed by Zeggini et al. [105]. The
combined studies are weighted using either the sample size or the inverse of estimated vari-
ances since studies with low precision (high variance) should have a lower influence on the
meta-analysis than the studies with higher precision (low variance) [105]. One way of com-
bining and weighing summary results or datasets of GWAS is using a Bayesian meta-analysis
approach [12, 82]. Bayesian hierarchical models are an example of Bayesian meta-analysis
where external LD information is used as the priors for studies. These hierarchical models
allows for the inclusion of various sources of information, such as results of previous GWAS
and SNP functionality as priors [12, 82]. After performing the meta-analysis, SNPs are pri-
oritized either according to meta-analysis p-values or Bayes factor (described in Section 4.3).

Cumulative Meta-Analyses

In the literature, there are various methods used for cumulative meta-analysis of GWAS.
Using a gene-based approach, Liu et al. present a cumulative meta-analysis method based on
a Monte-Carlo simulation [51]. The p-values of n SNPs on a gene are obtained from previous
GWAS and are used to assess the association of the gene with the disease of interest. The
p-values of SNPs from different studies are gathered and the genes in which the analyzed
SNPs occurred are identified. Each gene is ranked according to its SNP association p-values
converted to chi-square statistic. The proposed Monte-Carlo approach is used to account for
the different linkage disequilibrium structures between SNPs on the analyzed genes and it
avoids performing computationally expensive permutations to estimate the distribution of
these structures under the null hypothesis (absence of association). The authors claim that
their proposed method is faster than previous meta-analyses and can be performed without
having the individual genotype information from the different studies.

Willer et al. proposed two different approaches to perform cumulative meta-analysis and
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implemented them in a tool, called METAL [100]. The two approaches are used to combine
evidence of association across different studies. The first approach converts the previously
calculated p-values into z-scores (a score that reflects how many standard deviation a result
is away from the mean of a normal distribution), where low values in z-scores reflect low risk
associations and high values designate high risk associations [100]. The second approach uses
the calculated standard error for each included GWAS to weigh the effect-size estimates of all
reported associations in the study and these weighed values are used as z-scores. Associations
are then compared according to their weighed effect sizes, and overall p-values are calculated
using the z-scores [100]. The second approach can only be used when the effect sizes and/or
standard errors are given in consistent units across studies whereas the first approach can
be used even if the estimates are in different units (for a detailed explanation of when to use
either of these approaches see reference [100]). The authors claim that, asymptotically, both
approaches are equivalent when analyzing a trait with the same distribution across the data.

Replicative Meta-Analyses

Replicative meta-analysis of GWAS can been carried out using different approaches.
Lohmueller et al. [52] performed a replicative meta-analysis on 301 published studies of
common disease, which cover 25 reported associations in order to discover inconsistency
when attempting to reproduce association studies. The analysis led the authors to believe
that common variants with modest or low effect play an important role in common disease
susceptibility due to their discovered associations. As in all meta-analysis studies, the as-
sociations to be included go through a thorough selection process, which depends on their
significance and reproducibility in the original study. Association studies with p-values lower
than a predefined threshold are compared to p-values of similar studies generated by simula-
tion. A χ2 goodness-of-fit test is used to test each association’s homogeneity of results across
all studies. In case of persistently heterogeneous associations between the analyzed studies,
heterogeneity is attributed to either flaws in the methodology or population stratification.

Bertram et al. [7] performed a replicative/cumulative meta analysis of Alzheimer’s dis-
ease GWAS. In their study, they re-assessed the significance of one of the most reported
associations with Alzheimer’s and discovered an additional 20 associations with modest ef-
fect on Alzheimer’s. The meta-analysis was performed using the estimates of the odds ratios
and 95% confidence intervals obtained from the Alzheimer’s disease published studies.

The work surveyed above about meta-analysis focuses on combining the results of several
GWAS in different ways in order to find novel associations or replicate previously reported
ones. Yet, it overlooks the benefit of integrating other sources of information with the com-
bined GWAS results such as prior knowledge about pathways, epistasis, protein interactions
in order to prioritize the previously reported disease-associations. For example, the confi-
dence in a disease association with a variant occurring on a gene that has been reported to
be highly expressed in tissues affected by the disease of interest is greater than the confi-
dence in an association that its only evidence is a p-value lower than a certain threshold.
Therefore, such a prioritization approach provides the means to accumulate evidence about
associations beyond the mere fact of being statistically significant. Associations supported
by prior-knowledge will have a higher impact on the meta-analysis, and associations without
this support will have less of an impact.
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5.2 Pathway Analysis

Disease risk is commonly believed to be influenced by a plethora of interacting genes,
cell pathways and complex molecular networks [94]. Biological cell pathways is a network
of genes and molecules that interact in order to accomplish the activities required for a
specific cell process such as apoptosis (i.e. programmed cell death). Therefore integrating
pathways information with GWAS data has much potential for discovering novel disease risk
factors and increasing the confidence in previously discovered ones as well as facilitating the
clinical interpretation of disease etiology and mechanisms of action. Pathway collections
are publicly available in several databases such Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genome
(KEGG), Biocarta and Gene Ontology (GO) [94]. Recently, pathway based approaches are
used for the analysis of GWAS in either of two ways:

i) Instead of focusing on the disease associations that are manifested by strong evidence
(very low p-values), pathway-based approaches looks for disease risk factors among
groups of SNPs (mapped to their closest genes) with small evidence of association.
These approaches are designed to search for the associations between a disease of
interest and a group of genes where variants (SNPs) belonging to these genes are in
modest association with the disease. These groups of genes usually belong to the same
pathway.

ii) Association results are post-processed by taking advantage of the publicly available
pathway information. When the analysis reveals that a gene, where a variant associated
with a disease occurs, is involved in a certain pathway, the clinical interpretation of
the symptoms and mechanisms of action of this disease become more comprehensible.
In addition the confidence in association results is increased when these results are
supported by pathways information since the evidence of association is beyond just
statistical significance.

Wang et al. proposed the use of a modified Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) with
GWA data [93]. GSEA is a method originally devised for the analysis of microarray gene
expressions, it identifies groups of genes belonging to the same pathway that are differentially
expressed instead of focusing on single genes with strongest evidence of differential expression
([84, 93]. Using pathway-based approach with GWA results facilitates the interpretation
of these results for identifying complex-disease risk. The proposed approach calculate the
statistic of association and p-values for all SNPs in a GWAS data and assigns them to their
closest gene while disregarding SNPs 500kb away from any gene. The highest p-value of SNPs
residing on a gene is assigned to this gene as its statistic value. The SNPs are assigned to
gene sets extracted from the following pathway databases: BioCarta, KEGG and GO, where
a gene set is a group of SNPs that share a common biochemical pathway or are coexpressed
in previously published experiments [84]. All genes in each gene set are ranked according to
their p-value obtained from their associated SNPs. Afterwards, an Enrichment Score (ES)
is calculated to reflect the overrepresentation of a gene or a gene set at the top of the list of
ranked p-values [93, 84]. Pathways related to the highly enriched gene sets are identified at
the end of the analysis. These highly enriched gene sets constitutes the discovered disease
risk factors that can not be discovered by only looking at SNPs with p-values below certain
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threshold. This proposed approach was applied to Crohn Disease (CD) data by Wang et
al. [95] where they identified and replicated the association of genes in different pathways
with CD. The identified pathways and their corresponding cellular processes help provide
interpretations to certain treatment problems CD patients are facing [95].

Zhong et al. [107] proposed a modification to the pathway-based approach presented
by Wang et al. [93]. They use well-defined SNPs associated with gene expression levels in
different type of tissues. These SNPs result from studies about the genetics of gene expres-
sions (GGE) instead of studies about disease associations [107]. The SNPs are tested for
associations with Type 2 Diabetes (T2D) in a GWAS. The associated SNPs are then mapped
to genes from pathways available in KEGG database. Finally ES scores are calculated and
highly enriched gene set are linked to their corresponding pathways [107].

Aiming to identify overlapping and over-represented pathways from different studies
about T2D etiology, Elbers et al. proposed the use of a pathway-based approach [20].
They combine the information of SNPs associated with T2D discovered in different GWA
studies into one dataset in order to find common associations missed by the original GWA
studies. These SNPs are then mapped to LD blocks, which contain several genes. The au-
thors defined the LD blocks as the groups of SNPs that have a correlation coefficient greater
than a certain threshold [20]. SNPs that are successfully mapped to LD blocks with genes
are included in the pathway-based study whereas SNPs mapped to blocks with no genes
are excluded [20]. The authors then use a gene network tool called Prioritizer in order to
build functional gene networks using a bayesian approach and based on prior knowledge
obtained from publicly available databases. The built gene networks consist of genes func-
tionally related to other genes that contain SNPs in association with T2D. Consequently,
these networks offer the opportunity to assess the susceptibility to T2D affected by genes
that would have been missed without searching for associations using these gene networks
[20]. Finally, they compared five pathway-classification tools (KEGG, GATHER, DAVID,
PANTHER, BioCarta) to check the over-representation of some of the susceptibility genes
in the identified pathways.

Similarly, to asses and identify the polygenic basis of seven common diseases (bipolar
disorder, coronary artery disease, Crohns disease , hypertension, rheumatoid arthritis, type
1 diabetes, and type 2 diabetes), Torkamani et al. adopted a pathway-based approach to
further analyze the Wellcome Trust Case Control Consortium (WTCCC) GWAS results
[87]. The SNPs associated with the seven diseases are assigned to the their nearest gene.
The highest SNP p-value on each gene is considered as the gene’s weight. Then using the
MetaCore software, the identified genes are tested for enrichment in Maps, Diseases, GO
processes and GeneGO to determine the biological pathways and networks shared by the
seven diseases [87].

Lebrec et al. presented a Bayesian linear model to integrate GWAS results with pathway
and gene annotation data from GO [46]. The purpose of their approach is to use external
sources of biological information in prioritizing candidate genes instead of using only GWAS
results for prioritization. The authors use the same approach proposed by Wang et al. [93]
to map associated SNPs to genes. They then build a matrix X of size n× p where n is the
number of genes, p is the number of pathways and Xij is set to one if gene i belongs to the
pathway p, and to zero otherwise. Afterwards, they model the effect of gene i noted as µi

on the disease of interest using their proposed approximate model [46].
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Figure 5.2: A diagram obtained from Baranzini et al. [3]. It summarizes the proposed
framework for the integration of network-based pathway analysis with GWAS.

Baranzini et. al introduced a network-based pathway analysis for Multiple Sclerosis (MS)
[3]. Their work is based on the hypothesis that genes containing SNPs with modest effect on
disease can be identified in case they all belong to the same biological pathway or mechanism
[3]. Their analysis adopts a protein interaction network (PIN) analysis with GWAS. Two
GWA studies are performed on two different SNP data published by Baranzini et al. and the
International Multiple Sclerosis Genetics Consortium [4, 16], where p-values are calculated
for SNPs demonstrating association with MS. Then SNPs are filtered according to a p-value
threshold of less than 0.05, and the ones with p-values less than the threshold are included in
further analysis. Disease-associated SNPs are mapped to genes, and their p-values are used
by the well-known open-source software called Cytoscape plugin jActive modules to extract
the protein interaction network [3]. Afterwards, sub-networks of interacting gene products
that are associated with MS are identified. Finally, significant gene modules are included
in an enrichment test using KEGG pathways. The proposed framework is summarized in
Figure 5.2, obtained from the publication of Baranzini et al. [3].

The methods presented above use a variety of pathway databases. Authors usually choose
one database over another according to their familiarity with the database and sometimes opt
to combine pathway information from different databases. However, pathway information
differs from one database to another, for example Notch signaling pathway in KEGG is
different from the one in Reactome as the entities involved in this pathway are not identical
in both pathway databases. Therefore, the results of a study using pathway information
from a certain database will not necessarily be validated if another database is used. Hence,
there is a need to provide either a mapping scheme between different pathway databases
or a standardized presentation of pathways in a centralized database in order to ensure
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consistency in GWAS using pathway analysis.

5.3 Interaction and Function Information

In this section, the surveyed approaches focus on the integration of genes/markers inter-
action and functional information with GWAS. The purpose of this integration is to increase
the power of GWAS by decreasing the burden of multiple association testing when provid-
ing means to group variants in sets according to previously reported knowledge regarding
their interactions and functionality. Incorporating additional resources of information en-
ables performing a more comprehensive analysis in GWAS that leads to increased evidence
in reported associations beyond the sheer evidence of p-values. The literature reviewed
in this section varies in the type of the integrated information, which is either: gene-gene
interactions (epistasis) or functional relatedness of genes or SNPs functionality [67].

Epistasis is an effect in which some genes mask other genes’ contribution to certain phe-
notypes. This gene-gene interaction has an important role in disease risk and poses a great
challenge to GWAS. Analyzing the combinatorial effect of pairs of marker/genes on disease, to
account for epistasis, requires a tremendous amount of computational power [11]. However,
the literature contains a significant amount of information regarding epistasis. Therefore,
integrating previously acquired knowledge about gene interactions offers an opportunity to
group SNPs related through gene epistasis and increase the evidence about associations with
modest/rare effects. Bush et al. [11] proposed a system of biological knowledge integration,
called Biofilter, where multi-SNPs (a group SNPs) are modeled and weighted before being
used in GWAS. It integrates various sources of data that offer information about gene interac-
tions, including pathways, protein-protein interactions and gene expression. All the studied
SNPs are mapped to their corresponding genes. Then data about interactions of gene pairs is
collected from publicly available databases such as GO, KEGG and Reactome. Relationships
between multiple SNPs are inferred from their genes interaction information using pair-wise
combinations of SNP-related-genes and these relationships are called “multi-SNP models”.
Each multi-SNP model is weighed according to the proposed “implication index”, which
quantifies the knowledge base support [11]. The implication index is calculated by sum-
ming up the number of databases that provide evidence of gene×gene interactions. Finally,
weighted multi-SNP models are analyzed in a GWAS to uncover the associations between
the disease of interest and these models.

Due to gene-gene interactions and the fact that complex diseases are influenced by multi-
ple genes, the analysis of risk factors necessitates using multilocus analysis approaches [67].
With the purpose of reducing the cost of multiple testing, Pan proposes a gene network-based
weighing model for detecting disease association with multiple loci. Pan’s approach assumes
that interactions between gene products (protein protein interaction (PPI)) is a sign of in-
teractions between genes themselves and if one of the interacting genes is associated with a
disease, the other should also be associated. In Pan’s study, genes included in the analysis
are ranked according to the probability of being a disease-causing gene as reported by re-
cent studies. Using PPIs information, networks of the most probable disease-causing genes
are built. Following the aforementioned assumption and using a network of 23 interacting
genes, a network of disease-causing genes (DCG) is formed. According to the assumption
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that disease-causing genes tend to be closely interconnected in gene-networks, the network
of DCG is extended by adding direct neighbors (first-order neighbors, 1ON) of these genes
according to their PPIs. The idea of first order neighbors is then generalized to K-order
neighbors (kON) where higher order neighbors are included to form larger groups of DCG.
kON will be used to perform a multi-marker based GWAS, which will reduce the number of
association tests.

Wu et al. proposed an approach based on a distance measure to group SNPs into SNP-
sets [101]. The proximity of SNPs to genomic features, such as genes, provides a measure
for forming the SNP-set, which is then used in GWA multilocus testing. Integrating gene
proximity information with GWAS, as a criterion to form multi-SNP groups, helps in de-
creasing the effect of multiple testing and enables the detection of the influence of epistasis
interactions on disease risk [101].

As a post-processing step, Sohns et al. suggest ranking genes of associated genetic mark-
ers using a combination of Gene Set Enrichement Analysis (GSEA) and Hierarchical Bayes
Prioritization (HBP) [81]. The two combined approaches aim to increase the power of se-
lecting genes associated with the disease of interest. GSEA is a method originally developed
for gene expression analysis and its application on GWAS data has been explained in Sec-
tion 5.2. In Sohns et al.’s work, HBP uses prior covariates of each variant in the dataset to
rank these variants. Two types of regression models are applied to estimate the relationship
between the prior covariates and the observed association statistic of variants, then the es-
timated regression coefficients are used to rank the variants. The first is a logistic model for
variant-prior probabilities , which are calculated from variant distance to genes and gene set
information. The second is a linear model applied to estimate association strength [81].

Despite their ability to increase the power of GWAS, the reviewed approaches are com-
putationally expensive and require a significant amount of data preprocessing. In addition,
there is a lack of a discussion about the scalability of these approaches especially when
attempting to apply them on datasets with larger genetic coverage.

5.4 Gene Expression Analyses

Microarrays experiments are used to measure gene-expression levels. The starting point
in gene expression analysis is finding the genes that are differentially expressed [27]. Next,
the analysis usually proceeds to find patterns and clusters among differentially expressed
group of genes. Gene-expression analysis has been an active research area for the past two
decades utilizing myriads of statistical and machine learning methods [27]. With the goal of
identifying novel genes pertaining to disease risk, gene-expression analysis is combined with
GWA studies. In this section, we discuss the use of gene expression data as complementary
information to SNP data or as a pre/post processing of GWA data .

Naukkarinen et al. explained the importance of integrating genome-wide expression data
with SNPs data in order to find the missing heritability in disease [64]. The authors proposed
a framework of three stages to integrate gene expression analysis with an association study
on obesity and Body Mass Index (BMI) [64]. The first stage consists of performing a gene
expression analysis to identify the genes differentially expressed in tissues related to BMI.
In the second stage, genes correlated with obesity are identified using a stringent Pearson’s
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correlation threshold. From the first two stages, two groups of genes are formed: genes that
are both differentially expressed and correlated with obesity are referred to as reactive genes
and genes that are only correlated with obesity are considered putative causative genes. Both
groups of genes are analyzed in the last stage where a GWA study is performed on the SNPs
located within these genes. Then the GWAS results are replicated using the data of the
GenMets study (a previously published GWAS about the genetics of metabolic syndrome)
to increase the confidence in the reported associations. The integration approach proposed
by Naukkarinen et al. forms here a preprocessing step of GWAS data that limits the analysis
to SNPs within differentially expressed genes.

Gene-expression analysis can also be integrated with GWAS as a post-processing ap-
proach to increase the evidence in the reported associations or highlight novel ones. As a
post-processing step, Hsu et al. proposed using gene-expression analysis to further analyze
the results obtained by a GWA study for Osteoporosis [31]. They first performed a GWAS
analysis using a regression model, then replicated the top associations in two independent
cohorts. The replication phase generated two sets of results, the first is the group of signif-
icantly associated loci and the second is the group of suggestive association loci that were
selected according to two p-values thresholds. Reported suggestive association loci were pri-
oritized according to their differential expression in Osteoporosis related tissues. The top
prioritized genes in this set of suggestive association loci and the set of significantly asso-
ciated loci are used in a GSEA to find if the selected genes are over-represented in certain
biological/functional pathway then the gene-expression abundance of these genes is measured
[31].

Murphy et al. performed an study to uncover the relationship between genome-wide
SNP data and gene expression levels using linear models [63]. As a consequence, SNPs that
have strong association with the abundance of expression of gene, which are referred to as
expression SNPs (eSNPs), are mapped to their corresponding genes, and a gene set is formed
[107]. The gene-expression levels were measured for blood lymphocytes. Using the associated
gene set, an enrichment test was performed to compare the associated genes with previously
curated catalog of GWAS of common diseases [63]. Similarly, Zeller et al. also undertook
an association study between genome-wide SNP data and the Transcriptome of monocytes
using ANOVA [106]. Afterwards, the associations between genes that are differentially ex-
pressed and cardiovascular disease were tested using linear regression models. Finally, SNPs
associated with differentially expressed genes were mapped to their corresponding genes and
their functional classification was performed using ontology analysis [106].

Aiming to identify novel genetic associations with small effects, Cusanovich et al. pro-
posed a complimentary approach to combine GWAS results with gene expression analysis in
Lymphoblastoid cell lines (LCLs) for individuals suffering from Asthma [18]. The authors
identified differentially expressed (DE) genes for individuals that have high and low lympho-
cyte count (a physiological Quantitative Trait (QT) associated with asthma). In parallel,
they explored the associations between genome-wide SNP data and lymphocyte count and
mapped the associated SNPs to their corresponding genes. Consequently, two sets of genes
resulting from the two previous analyses were integrated to identify the genes that are re-
lated to asthma and at the same time were missed by GWAS alone. Finally the intersection
of these two sets of genes was labeled as a disease risk after performing an enrichment test
and comparing it to previous asthma GWA studies [18]. The flow of analyses proposed by
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Figure 5.3: A diagram obtained from a publication by Cusanovich et al.[20]. It summarizes
the flow of gene expression analysis (in 1a)) , GWAS (in 1b)) and the integration of both
results (in 2)) to identify novel associations (in 3)) that would have been missed if GWAS
alone was performed.

Cusanovich et al. [18] is summarized in Figure 5.3.
Gene expression data used in the work described above pertains to genes/tissues that

have been previously reported to be related to the disease being studied. Nowadays myriads
of sources of information about various complex diseases are available. Research oriented
towards using gene expression levels measured within gene/tissue of diseases that share simi-
lar symptoms and/or pathways, provides an opportunity to reveal novel disease-associations
that were difficult to find when examining gene expression data related only to one disease.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

In this report, we discussed the importance of association studies as a tool to reveal
disease risk factors. The discussion was focused on genome-wide association studies (GWAS)
since the state of the art in genotyping technologies enables the acquisition of genome-wide
SNP data. We presented the history of genetic screening and association studies, which
started with Fisher’s model of disease susceptibility and has been transformed into GWAS.
In addition, we differentiated between the various types of association studies and their
different design methods and data. The standard statistical approaches used in GWAS
were also described and compared. Moreover, the challenges currently faced in GWAS were
discussed along with the ways to address them.

The major goal of this report is to present the different approaches designed and imple-
mented to improve GWA analysis and to increase its ability to discover disease risk factors.
We discussed the research oriented towards modifying and improving the techniques used for
the discovery of disease associations. Moreover, we explained several alternative approaches
used for the significance evaluation of disease associations. We also presented different rec-
ommendations about the design of GWA studies and discussed several approaches that aim
to increase the genetic coverage and discard unwanted structure pertaining to population
stratification or unreported individual relatedness in GWAS data. Furthermore, we re-
viewed the literature that discusses integration of external information sources with GWAS.
Incorporating additional information can be done either as preprocessing of GWA data or
as post-processing. We discussed the four different integration approaches: meta-analyses,
pathway analysis, gene expression analysis and interaction and function information.

Despite the wide range of proposed approaches to improve GWAS approaches, the dis-
covery of disease risk factor of common complex disease is still far from complete. The
acquired knowledge about current association loci explains a small portion of phenotypical
and heritable disease variation. In addition, the translation of discovered association into
clinical knowledge that answers questions about the etiology and chain of mechanisms of
complex disease remains unclear. Therefore, the improvement of current GWAS approaches
requires additional effort in taking advantage of the plethora of biological, physiological and
medical information.

The continuing advancement in biotechnology point out the necessity to adopt scal-
able improvement approaches. Current GWA data spans hundreds of thousands to million
of genetic markers. Yet, efforts to increase the genetic coverage will lead to even larger
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GWA datasets, which also contain rarer genetic variants. Therefore, GWAS improvement
approaches should be robust enough to detect rare disease associations and the search for
associations is supposed to be able to scale well with the increasing size of genetic datasets.

Research in the biomedical field provides a wide spectrum of information sources. The
number of publicly available databases, which contain sequences, gene expression, tissue
information, protein-protein interactions and pathways, is increasing rapidly. Novel GWAS
approaches should be designed to make use of the variety of available information in order
to increase the ability of GWAS to discover novel associations and to boost the confidence
in the discovered associations. The integration of different information sources into the
analysis of GWAS is a key factor towards bridging the gap between GWAS discoveries and
their application in the clinical world.

The majority of surveyed approaches were based on statistical analysis except for a
few association testing approaches, which were based on machine learning and data mining
techniques. Most of these statistical techniques propose the use of complex models to be
able to reflect all different aspects of disease risk. However, the model complexity jeopardizes
the scalability of the approach and increases the computational power needed for applying
the model. New approaches should be designed to improve GWA studies while taking in
consideration the scalability, coverage and integrability issues. Literature in computer science
and machine learning contains extensive amount of research addressing pattern recognition,
data mining and signal processing. Using this research provides a great opportunity to
improve GWAS approaches. Future research in GWAS is supposed to take advantage of
the state of the art of computational methods that are significantly scalable, efficient and
effective.

A future direction in GWAS is the consolidation of more than one of the approaches
discussed in this report. For instance, it is important to address the fact that the presented
meta-analysis do not use pathway, functional and gene expression information to prioritize
the previously reported GWAS results. Currently, we have access to a GWAS data of 500K
SNPs for 1857 patients of Multiple Sclerosis (MS). In the catalog of published genome-wide
association studies, there are numerous reported MS-SNP associations that can be harvested
and prioritized in order to serve as prior knowledge for a new MS GWAS.

Our future work plan is implement a two-stage MS GWAS inspired by recent work of
Kostem and Eskin [40]. They proposed to accelerate the process of association discovery
using a two stage testing framework. First, they select a group of SNPs, referred to as proxy
SNPs, by searching each LD region for the group of proxies that minimizes the number of
required tests for GWAS. In each LD region, they calculate the association statistics for all
proxies. If these statistics are lower than a certain threshold they test the remainder SNPs
in this region, otherwise the region is discarded. Our proposed work-flow incorporates an
integrative meta-analysis and a selective association testing approach. The integrative meta-
analysis will collect the previously reported MS associations and prioritize them according
to the relationship between their genomic locations and well known MS related pathways.
These prioritized associations provide information about important genomic locations that
are likely to hold more associations with MS. As a consequence, the 500k MS SNP data will be
partitioned into blocks of potential areas of association according to the genomic locus of the
previously reported prioritized associations. As for the selective association testing approach,
the SNPs belonging to the blocks containing the highly prioritized previous associations will
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be included in the set of SNPs to be tested for association with MS.
Our proposed two-stage study tackles the lack of integration of pathway analysis into

meta-analysis data. In addition, it provides a testing approach that minimizes the computa-
tional and time complexity of GWAS by limiting the testing process to only potential areas
of associations. Instead of exhaustively testing all SNPs in the 500K dataset, our proposed
approach is to test a SNP only if this testing step is supported by previously reported as-
sociation results and pathway information. Thus, our future work plan builds on previously
published studies and takes advantage of publicly available knowledge about MS in order
to increase the chance of discovering disease-causal variants/genes. As a consequence, our
approach contributes to the solution of the missing heritability problem in MS and facilitates
a clearer understanding of this disease’s etiology and mechanism of actions.
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